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I find it mind-boggling that members of
Congress who are convicted of crimes while
in office are collecting, or will be eligible to
collect, their taxpayer-funded government
pensions. 

Former Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr. is the latest
example of a member of Congress who was
unable to obey the very laws he helped pass.
The Illinois Democrat pleaded guilty to one

felony count in connection with using campaign contributions to
buy $750,000 worth of luxury items and memorabilia. 

During his plea agreement hearing, Mr. Jackson said: “For
years, I lived off my campaign. I used money I shouldn't have
used for personal purposes.” 

Mr. Jackson added that he had “misled the American people.” 

And yet Mr. Jackson, who is in jail, technically is eligible to collect
his estimated $45,000 annual pension when he turns 62 in 2028. 

I say “technically” because there is a slight twist to this specific
case. 

In a published report, Kenneth Gross, a Washington attorney
who specializes in campaign law compliance, said that because
Mr. Jackson pleaded guilty, his pension may be in jeopardy
because of a law that strips pensions for lawmakers convicted of
an array of public-corruption crimes. 

Pete Sepp, executive vice president of the National Taxpayers
Union, agrees with Mr. Gross' assessment of the case involving
Mr. Jackson. 

For years, the only crimes that could deprive a lawmaker of his
or her pension were “high crimes,” largely involving treason or
espionage, Mr. Sepp said. 

“The Jackson case is an interesting one, raising questions about
interpretation of law regarding deprivation of pension,” he said. 

New laws were enacted in September 2007 and April 2012 that
widened the list of offenses that could deprive a lawmaker of a
pension, Mr. Sepp said. 

The problem, however, is in the interpretation. 

For example, former three-term Rep. Rick Renzi, R-Ariz., was

Congressional Criminals Still Can Collect Public Pensions
indicted in 2008 on charges that included extortion, wire fraud
and money laundering. 

Although his case has yet to come to trial, even if he is convicted,
he won't lose his forthcoming federal pension, as his crimes are
alleged to have occurred before enactment of the 2007 pension
law. 

Meanwhile, about 20 former members of Congress who were
convicted of crimes while in office are collecting, or stand to
receive, an annual taxpayer-funded government pension,
according to the NTU.

If you are enjoying your breakfast or lunch while reading this,
you may want to stop eating. 

Veteran Rep. Randy “Duke” Cunningham, R-Calif., who was
convicted and sentenced to prison in a bribery case, continues to
collect a combined $64,000-a-year congressional and military
pension. 

Rep. James A. Traficant Jr., D-Ohio, was ousted from Congress
after being convicted in 2002 of taking bribes, filing false tax
returns and racketeering. 

He was released from prison in 2009 and continues to receive his
$40,000-a-year taxpayer-funded federal pension. 

Rep. William Jefferson, D-La., convicted on federal charges of
racketeering, soliciting bribes and money laundering, is serving
13 years in prison. He also continues to collect his $40,000-a-year
taxpayer-funded federal pension. 

In all, U.S. taxpayers shell out about $800,000 a year in pensions
for convicted former congressmen, the NTU reports. Sure, that
is small change in our multitrillion-dollar economy, but it is about
more than the money. 

These elected officials were convicted of violating the public's
trust, and they should have no right to a retirement check that
is being funded by the very people they betrayed. 

It seems obvious, but Congress needs to find ways to further
strengthen current laws by ending pensions for members of
Congress convicted of crimes while in office. 

American taxpayers should not foot the retirement bill for
members of Congress who break the law and violate our trust.

Information compiled by Ken Marinace

From Ken’s Desk
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STATES AND WHAT THEY ARE FAMOUS FOR (Did you ever imagine?)

ALABAMA…Was the first state to have
9-1-1, started 1968.

ALASKA…One out of every 64 people
has a pilot's license.

ARIZONA…Is the only state in the
continental U.S. that does not follow
Daylight Savings Time.

ARKANSAS…Has the only active
diamond mine in the U.S.

CALIFORNIA…Its economy is so large
that if it were a country. It would rank
seventh in the entire world.

COLORADO…In 1976 it became the only
state to turn down the Olympics.

CONNECTICUT…The Frisbee was
invented here at Yale University

DELAWARE…Has more scientists and
engineers than any other state.

FLORIDA…At 874.3 square miles,
Jacksonville is the largest city in the U.S.

GEORGIA…It was here, in 1886, that
pharmacist John Pemberton made the
first vat of Coca-Cola....interesting!

HAWAII…Hawaiians live, on average,
five years longer than residents of any
other state.

IDAHO…TV was invented in Rigby,
Idaho, in 1922.

ILLINOIS…Has a Governor in jail, one
pending jail, and is the most corrupt
state in the union!  

INDIANA…Home to Santa Claus,
Indiana, which gets a half million letters
for Santa every year.

IOWA…Winnebago R.V.s get their name
from Winnebago County. Also, it is the
only state name that begins with 2
vowels.

KANSAS…Liberal, Kansas has an exact
replica of the house in "The Wizard of
Oz".

KENTUCKY…Has more than $6 billion in
gold underneath Fort Knox.

LOUISIANA…Has parishes instead of
counties because they were originally
Spanish church units.

MAINE…It is so large that it covers as
many square miles as the other five New
England states combined.

MARYLAND…The Ouija board was
created in Baltimore in 1892.  Bet you
didn't know that!

MASSACHUSETTS…The Fig Newton is
named after Newton, Massachusetts.

MICHIGAN…Fremont, home to Gerber,
is the baby food capital of the world.

MINNESOTA…Bloomington's Mall of
America is so big, that if you spent 10
minutes in each store, you'd be there
almost four days.

MISSISSIPPI…President Teddy
Roosevelt refused to shoot a bear here...
that's how the teddy bear got its name.

MISSOURI…Is the birthplace of the ice
cream cone.

MONTANA…A sapphire from Montana
is in the Crown Jewels of England.

NEBRASKA…More triplets are born
here than in any other state.

NEW HAMPSHIRE…Birthplace of
Tupperware, invented in 1938 by Earl
Tupper.

NEW JERSEY…Has the most shopping
malls in one area in the world.

NEW MEXICO…Smokey the Bear was
rescued from a 1950 forest fire here.

NEW YORK…Is home to the nation's
oldest cattle ranch, started in 1747 in
Montauk…Surprised?

NORTH CAROLINA…Home of the first
Krispy Kreme doughnut.

NORTH DAKOTA…Rigby, North
Dakota, is the exact geographic center of
North America .

OHIO…The hot dog was invented here in
1900.

OKLAHOMA…The grounds of the state
capital are covered by operating oil wells.

OREGON…Has the most ghost towns in
the country.

PENNSYLVANIA…The smiley : ) was
first used in 1980 by computer scientists
at Carnegie Mellon University.

RHODE ISLAND…The nation's oldest
bar, the White Horse Tavern, opened
here in 1673.

SOUTH CAROLINA…Sumter County is

home to the world's largest gingko farm.

SOUTH DAKOTA…Is the only state
that's never had an earthquake.

TENNESSEE…Nashville's Grand Ole
Opry is the longest running live radio
show in the world.

TEXAS…Dr. Pepper was invented in
Waco in 1885. The hamburger was
invented in Arlington in 1906.

UTAH…The first Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant opened here in 1952.

VERMONT…Montpelier is the only state
capital without a McDonald's.

VIRGINIA…Home of the world's largest
office building, The Pentagon.

WASHINGTON…Seattle has twice as
many college graduates as any other
state.

WASHINGTON D.C.…Is the first
planned capital in the world.

WEST VIRGINIA…Had the world's first
brick paved street, Summers Street, laid
in Charleston in 1870.

WISCONSIN…The ice cream sundae was
invented here in 1881 to get around Blue
Laws prohibiting ice cream from being
sold on Sunday. Also the American Water
Spaniel was created there and is the state
dog.

WYOMING…Was the first state to allow
women to vote.

I hope you enjoyed this. Just proving no
matter how old you are, you can still
learn something new. :-)

For providing us with this information, 
our thanks goes to Bob Moering.
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Awesome medical technology advances
are within reach. Within the next five
years or so…a slew of new devices,
equipment and techniques with far-
reaching effects on the health care
industry. 

They’ll save or prolong lives, of course,
with more-effective prevention and
treatment and the hope of cures where none currently exist. 

They’ll bring billions to the industry… from large corporations
to small entrepreneurial firms. 

In some cases, they’ll cut the cost of care, minimizing trial-and-
error approaches to treatment, boosting patient compliance and
improving efficiency. 

But much of the technology is expensive. It will drive the cost
of health care higher as patients demand the “best” available
treatments.

Take a look at what’s coming down the pike: Personalized
medicine, using genetic testing to determine not only an
individual’s risk of disease but also which therapies are likely to
work best. Already, two cancer-fighting drugs…highly effective
in some patients, useless in others…are prescribed only if
genetic testing indicates good odds of success. Scores of others
will follow. 

Therapeutic vaccines that use the body’s immune system to
combat diseases. One in use now helps cancer patients hold
the killer at bay. Other cancer fighters plus vaccines to treat
Alzheimer’s, hepatitis, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid
arthritis and more are in the works, as well as a vaccine

meant to help cigarette smokers quit.

Regenerative medicine…growing replacement
body parts. Lab-grown skin, blood vessels,
bladders, tracheae, esophagi and muscle tissue
are in clinical trials now. Corneas and more will
join the list soon. In three to five years…much
wider availability as 3-D printing technology
speeds up and improves the production of

human tissue. And eventually...replacement livers, kidneys,
pancreases. Even hearts and more.

Nanoparticle drug delivery…releasing controlled amounts of
potent chemicals directly, and only, to diseased tissue, limiting
side effects and boosting effectiveness.

Computerized implants that dole out drugs over the course of
several months or a year and even respond to a patient’s body
chemistry to adjust doses as needed.

An artificial pancreas that monitors sugar levels and releases
needed insulin.

An electronic “eye” with a computer chip that transmits images
to the brain, providing the blind with rudimentary vision. The
device is implanted behind an eye.

And other electronic implants that interact with nerves, using
electricity to ease chronic pain, for example, or to help with
Parkinson’s, epilepsy and more.

Superimaging that can detect disease at the cellular or
molecular level and let surgeons see through blood and tissue
while operating. 

Source: The Kiplinger Letter

BY THE NUMBERS

LAST FIVE MONTHS - Although the "August-December" total return
performance for the S&P 500 over the last 25 years (1988-2012) has produced
an average gain of just +3.6% (total return), 9 of the 25 years have generated
at least a +10% gain over the final 5 months of the year (source: BTN Research).

HARD TO IMAGINE - The unemployment rate in Spain, currently at 26%, is
projected by the International Monetary Fund to be at least 25% for the next
5 years (2014-2018). The unemployment rate in the USA is 7.4% as of 7/31/13
(source: IMF, Department of Labor).

THE DOCTOR WILL SEE YOU - The average American aged 65 and older
makes 8 visits per year to a doctor, a hospital and/or an emergency room, i.e.,
once every 1 ½ months (source: Center for Disease Control).

I'M NOT FEELING WELL - An average American couple retiring at age 65 today
would need a present value lump sum of $293,000 to cover future health
insurance premiums and out-of-pocket medical expenses over the remainder
of their lives, i.e., expenses not paid by Medicare (source: Society of Actuaries).

LONG HOURS - 6.6% of Americans work at least 60 hours a week. 16.0% of
workers put in at least 49 hours of work each week (source: Statistical Abstract
of the United States).
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CFS Golden Circle - Clients for 20 years or longer

SEPTEMBER
1 - Nancy Malinowski
1 - Hans Haag
4 - Diane Benjamin
4 - Robert Simonfy
6 - Candy Hanks
7 - Steve Lumel
7 - Connie Greenberg
8 - Phil Efland
8 - John Morrow
8 - Ahnawake Sevier
8 - Evelyn Schirmer
9 - Cindy Altenfelder

10 - Jody Junor
12 - Khachik Vartanian
18 - Joe Terranova
23 - Tom Jamentz
23 - Ricky Parker
24 - Marilyn Roeters
27 - Jim Green

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Annette Alender
Connie Alvero
Irv & Zel Bagley
Dr. Martin Barmatz and

Carolyn Small
Dave Bochard
Verna Bretonne
Kelley Brock
Joan Bruner
Jim Burgess
Harlene Button
Sylvia Carson
Barbara Chasse
Louis & Doreen Darin
Dr. George & Oleta

Diamond
Joe & Liz Dilibert
Rita Dillon
Marshall & Mimi

Drucker
Reg & Jan Fear
Jim & Kathy Forman
Imre & Patricia Foti
Valerie Giudici
Vorda Gordon
Dr. Stuart Grant

Helena Gratland
Connie Greenberg
Eunice Greenwood
Harry & Karen Griffin
Chuck Hardinghaus 
Bill & Elinore Hedgcock
Harley & Alice

Higginbotham
Lilo Holzer
Mike & Gwen Houlemard
Daina Johnson
James & Julia Kinmartin
Emil & Chiching Klimach
Loraine Leach
Jack Leahy
Ham & Jane Lloyd
Dr. Ken & Carmen Luk
Harry & Carol Mackin
Jay & Nancy Malinowski
Al & Maddy Maskell
Randy & Pat Maskell
Robert Mazzocco
Dr. Peter & Juliane

McAdam
Dr. Jeanine McMahon
Mary Alice Milward

Bob & Barbara Moering
John & Mary Morrow
Irene Murgida
Dave & Pat Newsham
Bruce & Vicki Oldham
Dr. Eugene Orlowsky
Leora Ostrow
Joan Pappy
Al & Marilyn Roeters
Debbie Ruggiero
Joe & Pearl Ruggiero
Louise Sanchez
Earle Sanders
William & Evelyn

Schirmer
Bob & Cindy Sieke
John & Dianne Simes
Louise Sirianni
Carole Steen
Mitch & Ilona Stein
Giselle Temmel
David & Kellye Wallett
Don & Lorraine White
Jack & Teena Wolcott
Toby & Carole Zwikel

Ken
Ken@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 3

Anna
Anna@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 6

Lisa
Lisa@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext 3

Martha
Martha@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext 4

Artimus
Artimus@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 8

Susan
Susan@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 21

(Clients A-L)

Sangeeta
Sangeeta@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 5
(Clients M-Z)

Referrals

We Appreciate Those Referrals!

We certainly welcome your referrals
and are always most appreciative
when clients pass our name along to
others.  We would like to take this
opportunity to express our thanks
for your continued confidence and
look forward to providing quality
confidential financial services to you,
your friends, and associates.

When you refer us to others, you
can be assured that your personal
information provided by you and
those whom you refer is treated
with a high degree of confidentiality.

Our sincere thanks to our recent
referrals go to:

Paul & Donna Kasper

Sam & Janet Sedhom

28 - Jack Leahy
29 - Paul Milward
29 - Marlene L Burton
30 - Bruce Crosley

OCTOBER
2 - Tim McCool
4 - Dr. Stuart Grant
5 - Tina Larkins
7 - Jon Aranita
8 - Simona Elkin
9 - Jan Loporchio

10 - Hedi Herold
10 - Bruce Nelson
11 - David Newsham
12 - Janet Knolhoff
13 - Maddy Maskell
14 - Elinore Hedgcock
15 - Jeff Wheat
15 - Louise Sanchez

16 - Gary Larkins
17 - Karen Gerst
18 - Jane Washburn
19 - Dale Temmel
19 - Doug Boehme
21 - Jacqueline Luk-

Paredes
22 - Carmen Luk
25 - Roger Koll
25 - Haig Mermerian
26 - Kathy Nelson
27 - Jack R Cissell
28 - Marjorie Joy
29 - Yvette Davis

Staff Contact Info
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Anna’s Recent Read: Love conquers most

When it comes to marriage, love
overcomes all — including money
problems. 

Having no retirement savings, a
bad credit score or high student
loan debt are not enough to break
off or postpone marriage plans
for most people, according to a

recent survey sponsored by TD Ameritrade Holding Corp. 

For 32% of those surveyed, potential deal breakers would be a
bankruptcy; others include foreclosure (26%), high credit card
debt (39%) and unemployment (36%). 

“Love prevails,” said Carrie Braxdale, managing director of
investor services at TD Ameritrade Inc. 

The willingness to overlook some shaky finances “highlights the
importance of having that [money] conversation before getting
married,” she said. 

Couples-to-be need to figure out how to manage their debt,
know what they bring financially to the relationship and come
to an understanding of how they plan to spend, invest and make
major financial decisions. 

With marriage occurring later in life, more people bring a longer
financial history into the marriage — from credit card debt and
student loans to 401(k)s and other investments, Ms. Braxdale
added. 

Women as a rule are more concerned about shaky finances than
are men. And Midwesterners are more conservative than people
in other regions of the country when it comes to the financial
stability of a partner. 

Respondents to the April online survey were a random sample
of 1,014 American consumers with Internet access, and included
both single and married people.

Information compiled by Anna Luke

Financial Abuse of Elderly Serious Problem

An overwhelming majority of doctors and nurses feel financial
fraud is a very or somewhat serious problem for the elderly,
according to a recent survey by the Investor Protection Trust
(IPT).

At the same time, the IPT, a nonprofit organization devoted to
investor education, is finding more interest among financial
advisors about elder investment fraud and exploitation, says
Don Blandin, IPT’s president and CEO.

“Doctors and nurses must play an important front-line role if
we are going to do a better job of spotting older Americans who
have been or are being victimized by investment fraud or other
financial exploitation,” Blandin says.

According to the survey, 82% of the 603 doctors and nurses
surveyed feel financial fraud of the elderly is a serious problem.
Also, 21% say they are aware that they are often dealing with
the elderly victims of investment fraud or financial exploitation.

Mild cognitive impairment often makes seniors more vulnerable
to investment fraud, according to 92% of those surveyed. More
than four out of five (81%) feel that doctors have an important
role to play in recognizing and reporting the signs of investment
fraud and financial exploitation targeting the elderly. One out of
five people over the age of 65, or 7 million people, have already
been victimized, says Blandin.

Financial advisors have a role to play in preventing elderly
financial abuse, Blandin says, and the IPT is seeing an increased
interest on their part about the issue.

“We’re seeing an increase in the discussions by financial
advisors who are seeing signs of mild cognitive impairment in
their clients” that can lead to financial abuse, says Blandin.
“State regulators stand ready to help in these cases.”

Source: Financial Advisor Magazine

Moms Sole or Primary Provider in 40 Percent of Households with Children

A record 40 percent of all households with children under the
age of 18 include mothers who are either the sole or primary
source of income for the family, according to a new Pew
Research Center analysis of data from the U.S. Census Bureau.
The share was just 11 percent in 1960. 

These “breadwinner moms” are made up of two very different
group; 5.1 million (37 percent) are married mothers who have a
higher income than their husbands, and 8.6 million (63 percent)
are single mothers.

The income gap between the two groups is quite large. The
median total family income of married mothers who earn more

than their husbands are nearly $80,000 in 2011, well above the
national median of $57,100 for all families with children, and
nearly four times the $23,000 median for families led by a single
mother.

The growth in breadwinner moms is tied to women’s increasing
presence in the workplace. Women make up almost half (47
percent) of the U.S. labor force today, and the employment rate
of married mothers with children has increased from 37 percent
in 1968 to 65 percent in 2011.

Source: Journal of Financial Planning
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Brain Teaser #71 – Star Power

Brain Teaser #69 – Hexagony (solution)

The first response
with the correct
answer came from
Vinnie Campisi.
Congratulations
Vinnie!

Use your smartphone
to visit our website!

The first person with the
correct answers will receive
an American Express gift
card. Please email your
answers to Martha at
martha@cfsburbank.com.

Fill each of the squares in
the grid so that every ★
star is surrounded by the
digits 1 through 8 with no
repeats.

A B C

D E FG F D

E I A

C I G

B H AA G B

F C E

A E H

B G CH I B

G D A

F E C

H I D

“Over and over again

the Courts have said

that there is nothing

sinister in so arranging

one’s affairs as to keep

taxes as low as possible.

Everyone does so, rich

and poor alike; and all

do right, for nobody

owes any public duty to

pay more than the law

demands…”

– Judge Learned Hand
2nd Circuit Court of Appeals 1934

Source: Legal Information Institute, Judge Learned
Hand’s comment in his dissenting opinion in
Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Newman, 159 F.2d
848. 850-851 (CA2 1947), data pulled June 21, 2012 
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